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1. The GTP should be much more practically focussed on 
enabling better decisions to be made by city planners, 
businesses and neighbourhoods. Specifically more thought must be given to a 
practical tool for advocates. At the moment it’s too vague and easily 
dismissed. Thinking in particular about Neighbourhood Partnership meetings 
where decisions are made based on short term problems often patching up 
symptoms when it would be cheaper and better to tackle the underlying issues. 
Applies to schools and businesses as well. The GTP must help shift debate from 
endless marginal benefit crossings, traffic calming and DIY streets or Playing 
Outs, to putting in a few cheap bollards and changing the whole flow rat-
running traffic.

2. We need to be clear about targets. Sustrans have already done the work in 
their More Haste – Less Speed targets for a modern, well-balanced and healthy 
city. 80% trips by sustainable modes. 40% walking, 20% public transport, 
20% cycling. This means double walking, triple cycling, 40% more PT. 
‘Rebalance the journey share envelope’. See below figures from 2011 census. 
Investment must reflect the scale of the change.

3. Must be explicit about the need for three distinct networks through the city, 
walking, driving and cycling. There are complete networks for walking and 
driving but cycling has almost no space (1 mile) according to the Bike Life 
Report. Instead it is forced into uncomfortable conflict through inappropriate 
shared use of the walking network, and inappropriate shared space on the 
driving network (few people are fooled by a bit of paint). The key points are 
that volumes and speed must be low. See BCyC Policy - Shared Space Streets 
and Shared Use Pavements. 

4. The creation of a proper European style, Triple A (All Ages and Abilities) cycle 
network needs to be of the same scale and ambition as for rail and bus. Ideally 
GTP will use the language of MetroCycle, alongside MetroBus and MetroWest.

5. There’s something in here as well about how we tell our story to ourselves, and 
social marketing. This is something that the GTP is very much a part of, but 
more thought must be given to the words and phrases that we want to hear 
being used without thought. Cycling City had this. Green Capital too. 

6. There should be a clear audit and categorising of all Bristol streets that takes 
account of their Place and Purpose. We should learn from Copenhagen where 
there are only FOUR kinds of streets. Most danger, discomfort and conflict 
comes where there is ambiguity. We might call them High Streets (high place 
and purpose), Residential Streets (high place low purpose), Through Roads 
(low place high purpose), Lanes (low place low purpose). Each has their own 
set of characteristics about speed, parking, volumes, access. 
http://www.copenhagenize.com/2013/04/the-copenhagenize-bicycle-planning-
guide.html. This might be too specific but the GTP needs to set out a way to get 
to this clarity and focus for when decisions get tough.

7. On a related point there is much to be gained from the approach set out in the 
Welsh Active Travel Plan, and also being used by TfL. Bristol should adopt this 
approach rather than wait for govt. Mapping out the way forward - What is our 



network and where does it need to be? Auditing current network. Creating an 
Action Plan.

8. The GTP should set out a strategic approach based on Corridors and 
Interchanges. These link up Neighbourhoods which have one of more 
‘Living Hearts’. These should always have the specific aim of working for all 
modes (but see ‘everyone must win’). Too often a scheme for any of these has 
one purpose that has not benefitted others. 

9. While the GTP should have a positive approach of ‘Everyone must win’, it needs 
to also make clear that this doesn’t mean in the same ways. Public space 
and resources must prioritise public good. Specifically private cars must have 
plenty of parking but not usually the quickest or most direct routes, as they are 
needed for other modes.

10.A Living Heart for every community and High Street. Reducing speeds is not 
enough. Through traffic and rat-running must be tackled

11.The current structure of ‘objectives’ are merely a brief afterword about how the 
transport network we are transforming and evolving will then be used. At 
present it just reads like it’s written by a committee where everyone wants to 
get their bit in.

12.p7 “We all have a part to play”  WTF!! Major cop out. Council must set direction 
and lead and enable choices that benefit us, our communities and our city. 
Working with businesses amd those with power and influence. The ‘we all have 
a part to play’ message is problematic. It deflects focus from those who can 
really make a difference onto the finger-wagging ‘if only you walked or cycled or 
use the bus more’. Alternatively change the ‘who is this booklet for’ to make it 
clear that it’s not the public. The aim should be to ‘make it easy to choose to 
move in ways that benefit ourselves, our communities and our city’. There is of 
course a clear stick implied here, that it becomes harder to move in other ways.

13.‘Building a better Bristol’ reads like a random collection of disjointed and 
disconnected projects most of which have as many drawbacks and critics as 
positive points. If they are going to be listed then there must be a much better 
sense of the strategic framework, and an acceptance that it’s been missing or 
mis-directed.

14.The chart of transport mode suitability by distance is useful in making the case 
for the role of different modes. It’s what’s behind the More Haste targets?



Rebalancing the journey share envelope for benefit of health, economy and 
environment.
From 2011 travel to work census data https://www.bristol.gov.uk/statistics-census-
information/census-2011
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Bristol 20.19% 8.09% 12.61% 57.36% 58.85%
South Glos 8.57% 4.12% 6.79% 78.59% 80.26%
Bath & NE 
Somerset 18.61% 3.24% 11.32% 65.02% 66.44%
North Somerset 10.15% 2.95% 6.31% 78.93% 80.41%
Sustrans target 40% 20% 20% 20%
Bristol change needed 98% 147% 59% -65%
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Method of Travel to Work
By local authority from 2011 Census, against Sustrans More Haste, Less Speed target 

Bristol South Gloucestershire Bath & NE Somerset North Somerset Sustrans More Haste, Less 
Speed target
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